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Case No:"2200711/2012

EMPLOYMENT TRIBUNALS
BETWEEN

Claimant and Respondents

Mr AJ Gimson Telegraph Media Group Ltd

REASONS FOR THE RESERVED JUDGMENT
SENT TO THE PARTIES ON 18 JULY 2012

Introduction

1 The Respondents are the publishers of the Daily Telegraph and Sunday
Telegraph newspapers.

2 The Claimant, Mr Andrew Gimson, who was born on 1 March 1958 and is
now 54 years old, is a journalist. Over many years he worked for the Respondents
in a variety of capacities, latterly as the writer of the Parliamentary Sketch column
in the Daily Telegraph (to which we will refer, where appropriate, as "the
newspaper"). That activity began in 2003, when he first stood in for Frank Johnson
owing to the latter's ill-health. The role became his in 2006. The relationship
between the parties, the legal nature of which is in dispute, ended when, in late
2011, the Respondents gave notice to terminate the Claimant's engagement. He
was replaced as sketch writer by Mr Michael Deacon, a man in his early thirties.

3 By a claim form presented on 17 February 2012 the Claimant brought
complaints of unfair dismissal, direct age discrimination and breach of contract. In
their response form the Respondents resisted all three claims.

4 By a document sent to the parties on 20 April 2012 following a case
management discussion held the previous day, Employment Judge Goodman
summarised the dispute. So far as now material, it reads:

The Claimant's complaints are:

1. Unfair dismissal
2. Age discrimination
3. Breach of contract

The issues in those complaints are as follows:

Unfair Dismissal

1 Did the Claimant work under a contract of employment, that is, was he an
employee within the meaning of s230of the Employment Rights Act 1996?
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2 If yes, what was the Respondents reason for dismissal, and was it one of the
four potentially fair reasons for dismissal?

3 If yes, did the Respondents act fairly or unfairly in dismissing the Claimant
for that reason?

Breachof Contract

5 Was it an implied term of the contract that the Respondents should make
deductions of tax and national insurance for PAVE? Were they in breach if
that term? If yes, are damagesappropriate and in what sum?

Age Discrimination

6 Note: the Respondents admit the Claimant is an employee within the
meaningof s83 of the Equality Act 2010.

7 Did the Respondents treat the Claimant less favourably, by terminating his
employment as parliamentary sketch writer, because of his age (53), than
they treated or would treat another who was not of that age group? The
Claimantwas replaced by a man said to be in his early 30s.

8 If yes, can the Respondentsshow that [their] treatment of the Claimant was a
proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim, and so not
discriminatory?

The Respondents later made it clear that they would not seek to justify any age
discrimination that was established, and accordingly issue 8 fell away.

5 The matter came before us on 19 June 2012 for final hearing, with three
days allocated. The Claimant was represented by Mr Chris Quinn, counsel, and
Mr James Wynne, counsel, appeared for the Respondents. The time allocation
was rather tight and it was necessary for us to reserve judgment on the afternoon
of day three, having heard evidence and submissions on liability only. By that
stage it had been agreed that the breach of contract claim should await the
Tribunal's decision on the issue of the Claimant's employment status: if the
Respondents succeeded on that point, the contract claim inevitably also failed; if,
on the other hand, the Claimant was found to have been employed under a
contract of service, the Tribunal would address liability and remedy at a
subsequent hearing, together with all remedies issues arising in respect of the two
principal claims.

6 Fortunately, we were able to meet in chambers the day after the end of the
hearing.

The Statutory Framework

Unfair dismissal

7 The right not to be unfairly dismissed attaches only to an 'employee' (see
the Employment Rights Act 1996 s94(1 )). By s230 it is provided that:

(1) In this Act, "employee" means an individual who has entered into or works
under ... a contract of employment.
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(2) In this Act "contract of employment" means a contract of service or
apprenticeship, whether express or implied and (if it is express) whether oral
or in writing.

Discrimination

8 By the 2010 Act, ss4-12 nine 'protected characteristics' are listed. These
include age under s5, which, so far as material, states:

(1) In relation to the protected characteristic of age-

(a) a reference to a person who has a particular protected characteristic is a
reference to a person of a particular age group ".

(2) A reference to an age group is a reference to a group of persons defined by
reference to age, whether by reference to a particular age or a range of ages.

9 The Act then sets out various forms of 'prohibited conduct', which include,
under s13, direct discrimination. That tort is defined thus:

(1) A person (A) discriminates against another (8) if, because of a protected
characteristic, A treats 8 less favourably than A would treat others.

By s23(1) it is provided that, for the purposes of the comparison under (among
others) s13, there must be no material difference between the circumstances of the
claimant's case and that of his or her comparator.

10 By s39(2) the 2010 Act protects any 'employee' from discrimination in the
form of, inter alia, dismissal or any other detriment. For the purposes of this
legislation an employee includes any person employed "under a contract of
employment, a contract of apprenticeship or a contract personally to do work"
(s83(2)(a) and (4) read with s212(1».

11 Under the 2010 Act, s136(2) and (3), the burden of proof is reversed where
"there are facts from which the court could decide, in the absence of any other
explanation" that a contravention of the Act has occurred.

12 We bear in mind that direct evidence of discrimination is seldom found. The
real question is whether unlawful discrimination is to be inferred or, following the
statutory reversal of the burden of proof, presumed. We have reminded ourselves
of the guidance on the drawing of inferences contained in the leading cases on
discrimination, in particular King-v-Great Britain-China Centre [1992] ICR 516 CA,
Qureshi-v-Victoria UniV~tsifybrMai'fChes1f!f (note) [2001] ICR 863 EAT, Zafar-v-
Glasgow City Council [1998] ICR 120 HL, Anya-v-University of Oxford [2001] IRLR
377 CA, Shamoon-v-Chief Constable of the Royal Ulster Constabulary [2003] IRLR
285 HL and Bahl-v-Law Society [2004] IRLR 640 EAT, [2004] IRLR 799 CA.

13 The question as to what facts must be established in order to shift the
burden of proof to the employer has been much debated in the authorities (all
decided under the pre-2010 legislation, but we do not see the 2010 Act as effecting
any material change). We have had regard to the decisions in Barton-v-Investec
Henderson Crossthwaite Securities Ltd [2003] IRLR 332 EAT, Igen Ltd-v-Wong
[2005] IRLR 258 CA, Vil/alba-v-Merrill Lynch & Co Inc [2006] IRLR 437 EAT,
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Laing-v-Manchester City Council [2006] IRLR 748 and Madarassy-v-Nomura
International pic [2007] IRLR 246 CA. Our principal guide, however, is the
straightforward statutory language. Where there are facts capable, in the absence
of an explanation, of supporting an inference of unlawful discrimination, the onus
shifts formally to the employer to disprove discrimination. The paradigm case is
where the employer treats employee A less favourably than in like circumstances
he treats employee S, who does not share employee A's protected characteristic,
but these are not the only circumstances in which the burden may shift. All
relevant material, other than the employer's explanation, must be considered. In
this regard we bear in mind the provisions governing codes of practice (see the
Equality Act 2006, s15(4)) and questionnaires (the 2010 Act, s138) and the line of
authority beginning with King and ending with Bahl. We remind ourselves that
s136 is designed to confront the inherent difficulty of proving discrimination and
must be given a purposive interpretation.

14 It is beyond question that the introduction of the burden of proof provisions
effected a significant change in the law: where the prescribed condition (proof of
facts capable of supporting an inference) is satisfied, the Tribunal is now required,
rather than merely entitled, to infer unlawful discrimination. The legal burden is on
the employer. Some commentators have suggested that the legislation may have
also brought about a quite separate reform by requiring the Tribunal, in cases
where the burden shifts, to apply a stricter standard to the employer when deciding
whether the alleged nexus between his act or omission and the proscribed ground
(gender, race etc) has been disproved than that applicable to the employee under
the 'old' law to prove the nexus. This is sometimes seen as the consequence of
the copious 'Barton guidelines' as revised and approved in Wong (see the annex to
the Court of Appeal's judgment), which include:

To discharge [the] burden it is necessary for the respondent to prove, on the balance
of probabilities, that the treatment was in no sense whatsoever on the grounds of
sex, since 'no discrimination whatsoever' is compatible with the Burden of Proof
Directive.

". ''"'--, - ~,' "..

We do not consider that, through the introduction of the burden of proof provisions,
Parliament intended any such reform. Those provisions were not, and are not,
concerned with the 'reason-why question' (as Lord Nicholls put it in the Shamoon
case). They stipulate where the burden lies but do not seek to alter its character.
In a direct age discrimination claim, the central question posed by the legislation,
regardless of where the onus lies, was and remains whether the employer treated
the employee as he did 'on grounds of' (or, under the 2010 Act, 'because of') age.
The meaning of the words 'on grounds of'or 'because of' does not change
according to which party bears the burden of proof. Nor, on a proper reading of
Wong (see para 37 of the report), did the Court of Appeal say otherwise. It merely
re-stated, in different words, the well-known test enunciated by the House of Lords
in the racial discrimination case of Nagarajan-v-London Regional Transport [1999]
IRLR 572. Intending no disrespect to the Court of Appeal, we prefer to direct
ourselves in accordance with the speech of Lord Nicholls in that case, which we
would not presume to re-formulate. He said (para 19):

If racial grounds ... had a significant impact on the outcome, discrimination is made
out.
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Although we consider that language to be admirably clear, we have not overlooked
the further remarks in Wong (para 37) and Villalba (para 83) which confirm that, in
this context, a 'significant' influence is one which is 'material' or 'more than trivial'.

Oral Evidence and Documents

15 We heard oral evidence from the Claimant and, on behalf of the
Respondents, Mr Richard Ellis, Executive Director of the Editorial Division, Mr
Benedict Brogan, Deputy Editor and Mr Anthony Gallagher, Editor. All witnesses
gave evidence by means of witness statements, marked respectively C4, R2, R3
and R4. In addition to oral evidence, we read the documents to which we were
referred in the agreed bundle (C5). At the start of the hearing Mr Quinn handed up
an agreed chronology (C1) and 'Opening Submissions' (C2) and Mr Wynne
produced an 'Opening Summary Argument' (R1). The only other paperwork put
before us consisted of Mr Wynne's 'Summary Final Submissions' (R5).

The Facts

16 The evidence was quite detailed. We have had regard to all of it.
Nonetheless, it is not our function to recite an exhaustive history or to resolve
every evidential conflict. The essential facts, either agreed or proved on a balance
of probabilities, we find as follows.

Facts relating to employment status

17 The Claimant was Deputy Editor of the Spectator from 1984 to 1987 and a
political columnist on the Independent on Sunday from 1987 to 1991. After 1993
he worked in various capacities for Telegraph titles. From 1996 until 2000 he was
employed on the Daily Telegraph's staff as a full-time foreign correspondent,
based in Germany. It is common ground that during this time he worked under a
contract of service.

18 On his return to the United Kingdom in 2000 the Claimant began writing a
weekly column for the Daily Telegraph called Your Shout. He was initially paid
£500 per piece but from 1 January 2003 his remuneration took the form of an
annual retainer of £22,500. By a letter of 31 December 2002, the Respondents
purported to set out the terms of the retainer for the forthcoming year. This
document included a paragraph prohibiting him from writing for any other UK
national daily or Sunday newspaper or associated magazine, at least without first ."
consulting the Editor. By a letter of 14 January 2003 he challenged that restriction,
observing that a senior figure in the organisation had acknowledged that it was not
applicable to him. When the same paragraph appeared in the corresponding letter
of December 2003, the Claimant deleted it. The Respondents accepted his
amendment and the contract in amended form was duly executed in January 2004.

19 In the meantime, in October 2003, the Claimant had been asked at short
notice to stand in during the Conservative Party Conference for Frank Johnson, as
the Daily Telegraph sketch writer. Mr Johnson suffered ill health at that time and
for much of the rest of his life. He died in late 2006. The Claimant seized the
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opportunity and it was not in question before us that he made a considerable
success of it. It appears that the allocation of responsibility for the parliamentary
sketch resulted in the abandonment of the Your Shout column and his principal
professional activity, certainly from about May 2004, was to write the sketch. He
was paid an agreed rate per piece.

20 In March 2006 the Claimant asked the Respondents to put his position on a
more formal basis. The result was a letter of 26 July 2006 from Mr John McGurk,
Group Managing Editor, the material parts of which read as follows:

I am pleased to offer you a freelance contract to write for the Daily Telegraph for a 12
month period, commencing on 1 August 2006. The contract will expire on 31 July
2007 and, if mutually acceptable, will be renewed thereafter on such terms as both
parties agree. In the event that either party wishes to terminate this contract at any
time, that party may do so by giving to the other not less than 3 months' written
notice.

This contract supersedes all prior retainer contracts, agreements, arrangements and
undertakings between the parties relating to retainers and constitutes the entire
agreement relating to retainers between the parties.

For the avoidance of doubt, you are self-employed and in business on your own
account. You are not an employee of the Company and nothing in this contract is
intended by the Company or you to render your status that of an employee.

During the contract period, you will be required to write:

• a minimum of 150 Parliamentary Sketches at the rate of £500 per day. Any
sketches beyond the 150 commissioned by the Telegraph will be paid pro rata.
Additional work for the Comment pages will be paid at rates to be agreed at the
time.

Wewill pay you £75,000payable for convenience in equal monthly instalments, on or
about the 15th of each month. Vou should be aware that the Telegraph Group Ltd ...
will not be responsible either for the deduction of PAVE or the payment of National
Insurance contributions in respect of the services which you will supply. However,
should you be VAT registered, please provide us with a copy of your VAT certificate
in order that VAT may be added to the contract sum ...

You will comply with the Code of Contact as administered and reissued from time to
time by the Press Complaints Commission ...

The copyright, database right and all other intellectual property rights in all original
works written, compiled, created or otherwise provided by you pursuant to this
contract ("your works") will remain vested in you unless in any given instance you
and the Company agree otherwise. During the entire period of copyright in your
works, the Company shall have the first and exclusive, worldwide right to publish
each of them and exclusive, irrevocable, assignable licence to use each of your
works for the following purposes:

(a) to publish or republish them in the Daily Telegraph and/or in any other of the
Company's publications ... ;

(b) to authorise:

(i) the owner of each databank licensed to carry editorial material
previously published in the Company's publications to include your
works in the relevant databank on a non-exclusive licence basis;
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(ii) the Newspaper Licensing Agency (NLA) as the Company's agent to
receive, restore and distribute copies of your works ...

(c) to include in its discretion any item of your works on a given day in Telegraph
reports ...

The Company will in addition have the right to syndicate individual pieces of your
work on the understanding that the Company will pass on to you 50% ... of the
identifiable net syndication revenue ...

You agree that the Company shall, on terms to be agreed (including confidentiality
undertakings) which shall be fair and reasonable, have the first opportunity ("the
option") to read and consider for publication pursuant to a separate serialisation
agreement any other work of fiction/non fiction that you may write independently ...
If terms for a serialisation agreement shall not be agreed in respect of the new work
you/your agent and/or your book publisher shall be at liberty to enter into a
serialisation agreement with another publisher provided that neither you/your agent,
nor your book publisher shall subsequently accept from anyone else the same or
less favourable terms than those offered by the Company.

This contract precludes you from writing any similar work for any other UK daily or
national newspaper or their magazines or other publications (including, but not
limited to websites) without our prior, written consent (which shall not be
unreasonably withheld).

21 The Claimant was content with the terms offered save for the paragraph
concerning serlallsatlon rights. His objection to that paragraph was accepted, and
the contract, duly amended, was signed.

22 In September 2007 a fresh contract was entered into between the parties. It
was modelled on the 2006 document but several changes were introduced. First,
these stipulations were added:

You will not be entitled to any of the benefits which go with employment by the
Company. However, if we ask you separately to undertake a designated, exclusive
asslqnrnent for the Company, the following Company insurance policies will then
apply to you during and in the course of that assignment:

Public Liability Insurance
Personal Accident Insurance
Medical & EmergencyTravel Insurance

Pleasenote that these policies will not apply to you at any other times and not cover
you for any loss or damage to any of your personal and/or business assets
including, but not limited to, laptop, computers and cameras. As a self-employed
person you are expected to carry appropriate insurances, and we may from time to
time ask you to give us details.

During the existence of this contract we and those authorised by us will have the
right to use your name and image to promote your works in the same territory and
media for which we have rights in your works.

Other changes were also introduced. The minimum number of sketches was
increased to 155 and the agreement also required the Claimant to produce a
minimum of three Gimson Unbound columns per week for publication in the
paper's on-line edition (this was described in the evidence as a blog). In addition,
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his pay was increased" to £90,000 per annum "plus VAT where applicable".
Further, "the Respondents' publication rights, which under the 2006 agreement
extended to the entire period of copyright, were limited to 90 days following first
publication.

23 The 2007 agreement expired on 30 September 2008. It was not renewed
but the Claimant continued thereafter to work on the same terms and it was
common ground between the parties that, by necessary implication, the contract
was extended and remained in force at all material times thereafter. (We were
shown some documents in the bundle which appeared to propose extensions in
2010 and 2011, but we are satisfied that they were drafts only and none was ever
delivered to the Claimant.)

24 Having taken accountancy advice, the Claimant registered for VAT and was
paid in accordance with the contract, with VAT on top.

25 Although he greatly enjoyed writing the parliamentary sketch, the Claimant
was never comfortable with the Gimson Unbound blog and after a while he simply
stopped writing it, apparently without comment from anyone.

26 The Claimant found that his sketch-writing very largely shadowed the
parliamentary year and, for the most part, he enjoyed the benefits of parliamentary
vacations. His work would, however, take him to the party conferences, which are
held during the parliamentary recess, and other occasions arose from time to time
when he was invited to cover events of special political interest (including a
presidential election in the United States).

27 The Claimant's week tended to involve attending Parliament on Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, producing sketches for publication on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. Ordinarily, he would telephone
the Respondents at about 9 a.m. and agree the subject-matter for the sketch. His
proposal was usually accepted but it was not in dispute that, ultimately, it was for
the Respondents to decide the topic, He told us that it was his practice to travel to
Westminster after taking his children to school, but there was no requirement for
him to be there at any particular time, or at all. On two of the four days,
Parliament did not sit until the afternoon; on the other two days the proceedings
began mid-morning. Occasionally, he would watch a parliamentary committee in
action. Some committees sat quite early in the morning. Now and then, he would
attend speeches or events outside Westminster for the purposes of the sketch. He
had to file his copy by about 6 p.m.

28 The Respondents had an office in the Palace of Westminster which was run
by a member of their staff. A cuttings book was kept to which the Claimant had
access. He had the use of a desk and desktop computer and the Respondents' e-
mail system. He was also provided with a (Iandline) telephone. When away from
the office he had the use of a laptop, a wireless internet USB adapter and a
Blackberry, all supplied by the Respondents. Any problems with the equipment
would be resolved by them.
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29 Within the Palace of Westminster the Claimant wore a Telegraph pass and
carried Telegraph business cards. In the press gallery in the Chamber of the
House he sat on one of the seats reserved for the newspaper.

30 We have mentioned that the Claimant sometimes travelled with his work.
Apart from the visit to the United States and his attendance at party conferences,
he told us of trips to Brussels, Berlin, Lisbon and Rejkyavik. He said (witness
statement para 45):

There was a clear understanding that, as the Telegraph's Sketch Writer, I was at the
paper's disposal and that I had to go and sketch any event that the paper wanted me
to sketch. I do not believe that there was a single occasion as Sketch Writer when I
declined to do anything that was asked of me.

We accept that he may have felt beholden to the organisation. He may have
believed that it was important for him to oblige the Respondents and comply with
any request to cover a particular event. That said, as we have already remarked,
he greatly enjoyed his work and there was no suggestion that any request made of
him was complied with under sufferance. Moreover, such work was, of course,
separately remunerated in accordance with the agreement.

31 In his witness statement, para 39, the Claimant set out his income from the
Daily Telegraph and other sources. This showed two things. First, he earned
quite substantial sums from the Respondents in addition to the remuneration
guaranteed under the retainer. This took the form of pay for additional sketches
and other columns written from time to time. Secondly, he earned income from
other journalism ranging from quite modest sums in several years to over £11,000
in the year 2007/8. The table shows that the lion's share of his income in all years
came from the Daily Telegraph, but it does not show the precise percentage
attributable to sketch-writing in particular.

32 The Claimant told us that he enjoyed good health throughout the time that
he was writing for the Respondents. It was only necessary to find a replacement
for him on one occasion. He was not challenged in telling us that the choice of the
substitute was for the Respondents and that there was no question of him
providing a substitute.

33 Had the Claimant been sick for any length of period, it was common ground
that he would not have been entitled to claim sick pay. It was never suggested that
such a right would attach to him.

34 It was also common ground that the sketch-writer contracts did not entitle
the Claimant to any pension benefits. (He made the point in his evidence that
under his 1996 service contract he was excluded from the Respondents' private
health insurance and pension schemes and was not entitled to the enhanced
redundancy benefits which other employees enjoyed. The Respondents, however,
explained, and we accept, that these exemptions were attributable to the fact that
he was employed abroad and the benefits in question were applicable to UK
employees only.)
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35 The Claimant was not required to submit invoices. Under the Respondents'
arrangements people classified as self-employed would be 'self-billed' by the
organisation, which would raise and, as it were, render to itself an invoice
satisfying the requirements (in the Claimant's case at least) of a full VAT invoice.

36 It was always understood, in accordance with the original contract and the
2007 version, that the Claimant was responsible for his own income tax and
National Insurance contributions, and, for tax purposes, he was to be treated as
self-employed. He never questioned this state of affairs. He used an accountant
to prepare his accounts and they were duly produced on the footing that he was a
Schedule D self-employed taxpayer.

37 The Respondents' principal offices are located in Victoria. The Claimant
almost never visited them and very seldom had any reason to do so.

38 The Claimant was not integrated into the managerial structure of the
organisation. There was no individual who could be recognised as his line
manager. He was not subject to the appraisal system which the Respondents
operate for their staff. He was not responsible for managing any member of their
staff, or anyone else. He was not subject to the Respondents' disciplinary
procedure and it was not suggested that their grievance procedure was available
to him.

39 When travelling to undertake his duties, the Claimant was entitled to recover
his travel and accommodation expenses.

Facts relating to the termination of the Claimant's engagement

40 Over lunch on 15 September 2011 Mr Brogan told the Claimant that there
was a shortage in the leader-writers' team and that he (Mr Brogan) and the Editor
wished him to become a leader-writer. The Claimant made it clear from the start
that this suggestion did not appeal to him. (He told us that he regarded it as a
retrograde step to move from a signed column to writing anonymously and he was
not impressed by the arguments stressing the importance of the leader and the
recognition which attaches to leader-writers.) The meeting was inconclusive. Mr
Brogan told us that he left it harbouring the hope that the Claimant might change
his mind when given time to reflect on the proposal.

41 Mr Brogan's overture was prompted by a genuine concern. The leader-
writing team consisted of three individuals, of whom one worked part-time, one
wrote a column as well as leaders and one was due to take a three-month
sabbatical in the autumn and then return part-time. It was not in dispute that the
Respondents' senior management judged it necessary to expand the team and
had good reasons for holding that view.

42 The Claimant spent the period from 18 to 21 September in Birmingham,
covering the Liberal Democratic Party Conference. While there he spoke with
other political journalists about Mr Brogan's proposal. One consequence of those
conversations was that, on Monday 19 September, the Evening Standard ran a
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short piece referring to the Claimant having been offered "promotion" to the role of
leader-writer.

43 Mr Brogan was angered to see the Evening Standard story and sent the
Claimant an e-mail asking for an explanation as to how it had come out. The two
men met later that day in Birmingham. The Claimant made it clear that his view
about the proposed move had not changed and said that he was anxious to meet
the Editor.

44 Later on 19 September the Claimant sent an e-mail to Mr Gallagher
apoloqislnq. over the Evening Standard story and expressing the hope of meeting
him the next day (when he was due to be in Birmingham). Mr Gallagher's reply
was eloquent of his annoyance. He remarked, 'We don't do our job moves via the
Standard" and added that he had had to apologise to one of the leader-writers. He
did not respond to the proposal for a meeting and no meeting took place on 20
September.

45 In an e-mail of 6 October 2011 Mr Chris Deerin, the Respondents' Head of
Comment, drew the attention of Mr Brogan and Mr Gallagher to a piece in the
Spectator written by Charles Moore, a former Editor of the Telegraph, referring to
the Claimant as "the Telegraph's brilliant sketch-writer". Mr Brogan told us that his
one-word response, "Arsenal", was some sort of code for a rude word. He
explained his displeasure to us: he felt that the Claimant was mischievously
orchestrating a campaign designed to put pressure on the Telegraph over an
editorial decision. Mr Gallagher responded to Mr Deerin's e-mail with an offensive
remark about Mr Moore and this: "He's moving or fired."

46 On the same day Mr Ian Marsden, Managing Editor, sent an e-mail to Mr
Brogan suggesting several staff moves associated with the proposal for the
Claimant to take up the role of leader-writer. One was for "MO" to be "tria lied" as
sketch-writer. Those initials referred to Mr Michael Deacon, whom we have
already mentioned, then a member of the Respondents' staff working on TV and
radio reviews.

47 A further meeting between the Claimant and Mr Brogan on 12 October saw
no change in the positions already staked out in prior exchanges. The Claimant
was clear that he was not willing to give up his sketch-writing role. Mr Brogan
emphasised the fact that the Editor had authority to place his journalists as he saw
fit. He attempted, again, to paint the proposed move in a positive light but the
Claimant remained unpersuaded.

48 By a letter of 13 October 2011, Mr Brogan set out the offer formally. His
letter included this:

This would be a 5-day a week post, sharing a rota with other leader-writers, that runs
from Sunday to Friday. We would pay you £90,000 per annum, on a 12-month
retainer contract. In addition to leading articles, you would be free to write other
pieces for the paper. However, there would be no additional pro rata payments for
them. You would also be free to write for other publications, by prior agreement with
the Editor.
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49 By a letter of 16 October the Claimant rejected the offer, observing that he
had still not been given a reason to stop writing the sketch and that he regarded
the proposal as amounting to a demotion in both status and earnings.

50 A further conversation took place between the Claimant and Mr Brogan by
telephone on 19 October 2011. The Claimant took a note, which he transcribed
(bundle p178A). We find his record a fair representation of what was said. Mr
Brogan, not for the first time, declined to be drawn when pressed for a reason as to
why the Claimant should cease writing the sketch. When asked who was to
replace him, the gist of his reply was: "I haven't quite got to that. I haven't really
thought about that. I have ideas, but hot favourite is hardly the word." Mr Brogan
also rejected the Claimant's assertion that the proposed move constituted a
demotion. The conversation was uncomfortable if not openly bad-tempered.

51 The Claimant met Mr Gallagher on 20 October 2011. Mr Gallagher began
by making a sustained effort to persuade him to accept the leader-writer role. He
stressed the importance of the work, the fact that the Claimant's name would still
appear in the newspaper and the organisation's need for reader-writers. The
Claimant insisted that he was entitled to a reason why he should cease to write the
sketch. Mr Gallagher gave no reason apart from asserting his right as Editor to
make changes. Mr Gallagher also denounced the Spectator piece, stating that he
regarded it as an unjustified interference in the Respondents' affairs. It was quite
apparent that there could be no accommodation between the two. This meeting
was, if anything, more uncomfortable than the Claimant's conversation with Mr
Brogan of the day before. Both men were angry. Neither was apoplectic. Mr
Gallagher brought the meeting to an end by making it plain that he was intending
to proceed as proposed.

52 By an e-mail of later the same day Mr Gallagher informed Mr Brogan:

Gimson won't quit Sketch so it's over for him. He seems to think he can keep doing
it regardless of our view ...

Mr Brogan responded stating that he would speak to Mr Ellis and Mr Deacon.

53 By a letter of 21 October 2011 Mr Ellis wrote to the Claimant purporting to
give one month's notice of the Respondents' intention to end its relationship with
him. The letter included an expression of regret that he had declined the leader-
writing offer.

54 A meeting took place between the Claimant and Mr Ellis on 25 October
2011. Again, he made a contemporary note which, we find, fairly records the gist
of what was said (bundle p168A). He made the point that under his contract (as
extended) he was entitled to three months' notice. Mr Ellis acknowledged that he
was at fault in that regard and stressed that the Respondents would honour their
notice obligations. It was at this meeting that the Claimant first suggested that he
was an employee of the Respondents, a proposition which Mr Ellis strongly
challenged. There was also a discussion about the editorial decision which had
led to the Claimant's engagement being terminated. The Claimant's note correctly
records Mr Ellis as volunteering two reasons on the Editor's behalf: first, that he
wanted a change after eight years of the Claimant writing the sketch, and secondly
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that he wanted to "beef up" the leader-writing department. Mr Ellis confirmed those
stated reasons in an e-mail of the same day to Ms Carolyn Beattie, a member of
the Respondents' HR staff.

55 In a letter also dated 25 October 2011 Mr Ellis confirmed the outcome of the
meeting of that day. In explaining the decision he observed:

As I am sure you accept, an Editor must have the right, with proper notice, to make
changes to how he deploys the people at his disposal. He needs to beef up the
leader-writing department and wanted you, as an experienced, authoritative
journalist, to take on this important role, hence the offer to you.

;I'

We note that the reference to the Editor wanting a change in the identity of the
person writing the sketch did not figure in the letter. Mr Ellis also made the point
that the Claimant would be paid up to 21 January 2012 but would not be required
to write the sketch during his notice period.

Miscellaneous matters

56 So much for the narrative. We now turn to some assorted points upon
which the parties placed reliance in respect of the age discrimination claim.

57 An essential theme of the Claimant's case was his contention that the
Respondents had taken an early decision to remove him from the sketch-writer
role and replace him with Mr Deacon. In that connection, our attention was drawn
to an e-mail of 8 September 2011 from Mr Marsden to Mr Brogan stating the
remuneration which each was receiving at the relevant time. On behalf of the
Claimant, attention was also drawn to the reply to the Claimant's questionnaire,
question 4, which reads:

The first person in the Editor's mind was the person subsequently appointed as the
sketch writer, Michael Deacon.

Further questions concerning other candidates were dismissed as "not applicable".
By a letter written on the Respondents' behalf by their solicitors dated 27 April
2012 this topic was revisited. The material passage reads:

To clarify our previous answer, Mr Gallagher seriously considered only one person
to perform the sketch-writer role - Mr Deacon, who was appointed to it. One other
name came up very briefly in a discussion with Mr Brogan (which followed a prior
conversation Mr Brogan had had with Mr Deerin ...), but that person (... who was
also in his early 30s) was not discussed in any detail by Messrs Gallagher and
Brogan. It is for this reason that we referred to Mr Deacon as "the first person in the
Editor's mind".

58 Mr Gallagher's evidence to us was different. He said that he was not
consulted on the answer to the questionnaire or the letter of 27 April. He told us
that there was a second internal "candidate" (by which he meant a person who was
being considered for the sketch-writer role) and that he would not have responded
to the questionnaire in the terms in which the answer was given. It was not
appropriate to answer "not applicable" to the supplementary questions. More
generally, the evidence given on behalf of the Respondents was that, while Mr
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Deacon was certainly under consideration in September, no settled view was
reached until a lot later.

59 A second matter on which the Respondents' witnesses were fiercely cross-
examined was their tendency in evidence (cf also the reply to questionnaire,
question 4(g)) to characterise the relevant history as involving two separate stages,
namely the (proposed) move of the Claimant to leader-writer and, later, the
replacement of the Claimant as sketch-writer. The gist of the cross-examination
was that this was bogus and a contrived form of presentation intended to mask a
discriminatory project to replace the Claimant as sketch-writer with a younger
individual. In answer to a question from the Tribunal Mr Brogan told us that it was
only in hindsight that he could grasp the point that, whether the Claimant accepted
the leader-writer role or not, a new sketch-writer would need to be sought.

60 Statistical evidence was shown to us. In the first place the Claimant
(witness statement paras 126-7) produced bar charts derived from information
supplied by the Respondents which, he maintained, pointed to a tendency to
discriminate against older staff. The statistics are confined to employees only and
are said to relate to 'dismissals' but in the case of the age 60+ category, the upper
part of the bar, shown with different hatching from the bottom section, represents
retirements (whether compulsory, voluntary or a combination of the two, we are not
told). As for genuine dismissals, we have very little information concerning the
nature of, or grounds for, such dismissals. Some, it seems, were by reason of
redundancy, but we do not know how many of these were voluntary nor, in respect
of compulsory redundancies, are we given details of the pools from which those
dismissed were selected (let alone the age breakdown of those pools). The figures
for 2012 showed the highest incidence of dismissals (not including retirements) in
the 50-59 category (about 10 per hundred) with the 40-49 group second (about 7
per hundred) and those aged 60+ third (about 5 per hundred). Corresponding
figures for the last three years put the 50-59 class marginally ahead on about 7 per
hundred, with the 40-49 and 60+ categories on around 6 per hundred, the 16-29
group at over 4 per hundred and those aged 30-39 on around 3 per hundred.

61 In the Respondents' reply to questionnaire they set out a table giving details
by age of numbers of new joiners and leavers in the years 2010-12. We have
already commented on the statistics in relation to leavers. As to joiners, we are
told that, of an editorial staff complement of 94 (presumably an average) in the 50-
59 age group, there were five new joiners in 2010 and three in each of the two
subsequent years. We have no information as to the numbers of the unsuccessful
applicants in those competitions, or their ages.

62 Very shortly before the hearing the Respondents produced a new schedule
(p84ZA) containing examples of positlons which have been vacated and the post-
holders replaced by older individuals. The cases span a period from 2008 to 2012.
The schedule was, by the Respondents' admission, a self-serving document in the
sense that it was put together exclusively to provide examples of post-holders
being replaced by older people. We are not told what proportion of the total
number of job changes the schedule represents (it covers internal moves as well
as cases of post-holders departing from the organisation).
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63 The current leader-writers are three in number. One is in his sixties, one in
his fifties and one, 31. The latter individual was recruited after the Claimant
refused the offer. Mr Gallagher, however, told us without challenge and we accept,
that he had in the meantime approached two other individuals, one of whom is 53
and the other 65. Neither could accept.

Secondary Findings and Conclusions

Employment status

64 The concept of a contract of service is not amenable to a workable, all-
purpose definition, and the courts of record have long since abandoned the quest
for one. The modern approach is to recognise that no single factor is likely to be
determinative. An early formulation of what is sometimes called the 'multiple test'
is to be found in Ready-Mixed Concrete (South East) Ltd-v-Minister of Pensions
and National Insurance [1968] 2 QB 497, in which MacKenna J posed three
questions. First, did the worker agree to provide his or her own work and skill in
return for remuneration? Secondly, did the worker agree expressly or impliedly to
be subject to a sufficient degree of control for the relationship to be one of
employer and employee? Thirdly, were the other terms of the contract consistent
with its being a contract of service?

65 In the instant case, we have examined a number of different factors. First
and foremost, we have had regard to the express terms agreed between the
parties. At arms length, they entered into a contract on the basis of which the
Claimant would be 'self-employed' and not an employee. Of course, the 'label'
does not conclude the matter but, unless there is a good reason to interpret the
relationship otherwise, it is right for the Tribunal to give effect to the terms agreed.
This is not a case in which there was a marked imbalance between the bargaining
positions of the parties or where the Claimant was put at a particular disadvantage.
He is an experienced and highly intelligent individual. Moreover, the contract
suited him. In particular, it gave him freedom to operate independently, without
being tied to the Respondents and their titles. It was also, we apprehend,
financially advantageous to him in enabling him to set off expenses against income
tax and, no doubt, VAT. Neither side ever doubted that the agreement reflected
the true relationship between them.

66 Second, the Claimant's pay and the arrangements in respect of income tax,
National Insurance and VAT were in conformity with the express terms. Those
arrangements were, we think, consistent with his having been an independent
contractor rather than an employee. It is true that remuneration paid on an annual
basis has the initial appearance of a salary, but it is significant that the annual sum
was calculated as the product of a specified number of sketches at the agreed
rate, and that additional sketches were to be paid pro rata. Overall, the
remuneration package is, in our judgment, incompatible with the existence of a
contract of employment.

67 Third, there is the question of plant, equipment and other facilities. It seems
to us that this factor, in modern-day employment conditions, is neutral. We see no
inconsistency between the Respondents' case and the fact that they supplied the
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Claimant with a laptop, an internet adapter and a Blackberry. Many organisations
now issue such equipment to independent contractors, sometimes to ensure
harmonisation of communications and often with an eye to protecting their own IT
systems.

68 Fourth, we have noted that the Respondents gave the Claimant access to
their facilities within the Palace of Westminster. This, again, we regard as neutral.
We see no inconsistency between the express terms and the fact that the
Respondents permitted the Claimant to use their office and to sit on a reserved
seat in the Commons press gallery.

69 Fifth, it was appropriate and not in any way inconsistent with the
Respondents' case that they provided the Claimant with a business card
representing him (correctly) as a journalist who worked for a Telegraph title.

70 Sixth, the fact that sick pay and pension benefits were not available to the
Claimant is another factor leaning against the view that he was an employee.

71 Seventh, it is consistent with the Respondents' case (and inconsistent with
the Claimant's) that no disclpltnary or grievance procedure was applicable to him.

72 Eighth, we consider that the express terms governing intellectual property
rights again favour the Respondents' case. It would have been surprising in any
employment contract to see such rights vested in the employee. The 90-day
publication provision does not, in our judgment, militate in favour of the Claimant
having been an employee.

73 Ninth, the anti-competition clause leans against the Claimant having been
an employee. It is limited to "similar work" and further provides that permission to
work for other organisations will not be unreasonably withheld. We find the clause
unremarkable and certainly consistent with the Claimant having been an
independent contractor.

74 Tenth, the Claimant operated in a manner consistent with the written
agreement. He was not required to work any particular hours or to be at any
particular place. He was not answerable to any individual. He was not integrated
in any way into the organisational structure. No appraisals were operated in his
case. We heard some debate about control. Mr Quinn laid emphasis on the fact
that it was for the Respondents to decide upon the content of the parliamentary
sketch each day. But that entitlement (they ever exercised it) did not entail any
power to control the way in which the Claimant did his job. It was only a right for
them to decide what particular service they wished to commission him to perform.
As for the wider argument that he could not refuse any requirement made of him,
this we reject. As a matter of contract he was required to provide the specified
number of sketches per year. Beyond that, as a matter of contract, the
Respondents could not dictate to him. They could not, for example, send him
against his will to the United States or to other destinations. They could certainly
request him to travel and mail sketches from those places (promising to meet his
travel and accommodation expenses if he did so). It may well have been his
perception (perhaps justifiably) that it would ill-serve his career to decline. But that
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it is not to say that, as a matter of contractual obligation or practical reality, the
Respondents controlled him as an employer would an employee.

75 Eleventh, we see nothing in the Claimant's observation that he worked "full-
time". He certainly devoted the lion's share of his working time to the newspaper.
It was his choice to do so, no doubt for good reason. But he was entirely at liberty
to pursue outside activities, subject where applicable to consent, if he so chose.
There is no inconsistency between his devoting a large part of his time to the
newspaper and the Respondents' assertion that he was an independent
contractor.

76 Twelfth, the Claimant pointed to language used by the Respondents which,
it was said, was incompatible with their contention that the Claimant was self-
employed. It is true that, here and there, words such as "post" and "fired" have
cropped up in the evidence, but we do not consider that the use by non-lawyers of
particular language in casual exchanges tells us anything of value concerning the
legal relationship between the parties.

77 Thirteenth, the Claimant relied on the manner of his 'dismissal' and on the
'garden leave' on which he claimed to have been placed. It seems to us that the
manner in which his engagement ended was consistent with the Respondents'
perception that they were not dealing with an employee and did not have to attend
to the obligations which attach to employees. As for their decision to terminate the
arrangement summarily with pay in lieu of notice, it seems to us that that was
nothing more than an instance of the precaution which most organisations
nowadays adopt in circumstances where a workplace relationship has become
soured and litigation has been threatened.

78 Mindful of the judgment of Mummery LJ in Hall (Inspector of Taxes)-v-
Lorimer [1994] ICR 218 CA, we have stepped back from the accumulation of detail
presented to us in this case and asked ourselves what the true nature of the
relationship between the parties was. Having done so, we have reached the clear
conclusion that the Claimant was not an employee properly so called but rather an
independent contractor working under a contract personally to provide his services.
It follows that there is no jurisdiction to consider the complaint of unfair dismissal.

Age discrimination

79 Here the first question is whether the Claimant has proved facts from which,
in the absence of any other explanation, the Tribunal could conclude that the
termination of his 'employment' (within the looser definition under the 2010 Act)
amounted to an act of age discrimination.

80 On this aspect of the case, some noteworthy points were made on behalf of
the Claimant. We can identify five in particular. First, it was peculiar that his
repeated demands for an explanation for the proposal to remove him from the
sketch-writing position and in particular to state whether there were any concerns
about the way in which he performed that role, were consistently parried. It would
have been an easy matter for the Respondents to reassure him (as was the fact)
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that the proposal did not reflect any lack of confidence in the quality of his work as
sketch-writer.

81 Second, Mr Quinn relied on the inconsistencies to which we have referred
between Mr Gallagher's evidence on the one hand and the reply to questionnaire
and letter of 27 April 2012 on the other. We also have in mind another
discrepancy: Mr Ellis explained to the Claimant on 25 October 2011 that Mr
Gallagher wanted a change of sketch-writer, whereas that assertion did not figure
in his letter of later the same day of the evidence given on behalf of the
Respondents before us. Their case was unsatisfactory and puzzling in these
respects.

82 Third, we have noted the curious insistence of the Respondents on the idea
of a mental process on their part in two entirely separate stages, namely the
proposed appointment of the Claimant as a leader-writer and secondly, a plan, to
be confronted at some later point, to replace him as sketch-writer. This did not
correspond with reality or common sense. Nor, we find, did it genuinely reflect
their thinking.

83 Fourth, Mr Brogan's statement on 19 October 2011 that he had "not really
thought" about a replacement for the Claimant as sketch-writer was disingenuous.
He could have answered the question or blocked it; instead he gave a reply which
was misleading.

84 Fifth, there is the undisputed fact that the Claimant was replaced by a much
younger man. We reject Mr Quinn's ambitious attempt to characterise Mr Deacon
as a 'comparator', but we accept that the Respondents' selection of a man in his
early thirties can be seen as capable in principle of lending some evidential support
to an inference of unlawful discrimination.

85 On the other hand, we do not find that the statistical evidence lends any
support to the Claimant on the discrimination claim. Without details of the grounds
on which the 'dismissals' were based it is impossible to identify any pattern
capable of suggesting any tendency on the part of the Respondents to discriminate
on age grounds. Similarly, raw recruitment figures ordered by age groups do not
help the Tribunal. (In the same way, we can attach no weight to the Respondents'
self-serving schedule (p84ZA).)

86 Although we have identified some matters which might be seen as tending
to support the discrimination claim, we see profound difficulties with the central
thinking on which his case is built. If the theory is that the Respondents were
minded to treat him adversely because of his age, why did they not simply dismiss
him? It is self-evident that they regarded themselves as at liberty to do so, being
entirely confident that he had no employment protection under the law. A possible
answer could be that they wanted to remove him on age grounds from the sketch
but saw no age-based objection to him undertaking the leader-writing role, but that
idea (understandably not pressed by Mr Quinn) does not bear scrutiny. We tested
carefully the possibility of a perception that the sketch needed a 'younger' style.
But the evidence was clear and consistent (on both sides) that there was no
criticism of the sketch from any quarter. We can find no arguable basis for the
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notion, necessary to the Claimant's case, that the Respondents regarded his age
as an obstacle not to his continued presence within the organisation, but only to his
writing of the sketch. (We even enquired as to the ages of the cohort of
parliamentary sketch-writers serving the other principal newspapers, and were
assured that all of them were and are, to put it at its lowest, well into their middle
years.) .

87 In addition to being on its face implausible, the age discrimination theory
was not supported by evidence. On the contrary, the evidence, such as it was,
tended the other way. We have noted the unchallenged evidence on behalf of the
Respondents, which we have no reason to doubt, of the attempts to place
individuals aged 53 and 65 into the leader-writing role, once the Claimant had
turned the offer down. Besides this, Mr Gallagher told us (witness statement paras
20 and 21), again credibly and without challenge, of several journalists retained by
the newspaper well past normal retirement age and of recent specific examples of
members of staff being replaced by people older than them.

88 We have asked ourselves whether the facts, taken together, have produced
the consequence that the legal burden shifts to the Respondents. We remind
ourselves that in answering that question we should take account of all relevant
facts other than the explanation put forward by the Respondents. So says the
case-law under the pre-Equality Act legislation (see Madarassay), and we are in no
doubt that the same applies under the 2010 Act. We have concluded on balance
that the burden does not shift. As we have already observed, we regard the
Claimant's case on age discrimination as implausible. In our view the puzzling
features of the Respondents' evidence pose questions but do not suggest any
element of age discrimination. We include among those features the remarks of
Mr Ellis on 25 October 2011. We think, on balance, that the reference to the Editor
wanting a change on the sketch was voluntary, uninformed rationalisation on Mr
Ellis's part. But even if the Editor, or any member of the senior management, had
suggested that such a change would be welcome, that would not, to our minds,
assist the Claimant's discrimination claim. For reasons already given, it strikes us
as unlikely that such a desire could have had anything to do with his age. The fact
that the Claimant was replaced by a much younger man is, to our minds, the only
age-related detail capable in principle of supporting an inference but, in the context
of the evidence as a whole, we think that it adds very little, if anything. We
conclude that the Claimant falls short of establishing a prima facie case. It follows
that the Respondents are entitled to succeed, without the need for the Tribunal to
take account of their explanation for the termination of the engagement.

89 If we are mistaken and the burden has shifted to the Respondents, we are
satisfied that, in any event, it is amply discharged. While we do not believe that the
Respondents were so dull-witted as to fail to appreciate that moving the sketch-
writer to leader-writing would leave them looking for a new Sketch-writer, we
accept their evidence that the starting-point was a genuine and pressing need to
bolster the leader-writing team. That need was established on cogent and
unchallenged evidence. No doubt for very good reason, Mr Gallagher and Mr
Brogan saw the Claimant as the answer to the problem and confidently expected
that he would accept the invitation to move. To their discomfiture, he implacably
refused the offer and insisted on retaining his sketch-writing role, leaving them with
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an unpalatable choice between allowing him to impose his will on the organisation
or terminating his engagement. Mr Gallagher told us, convincingly we think, that
he took the view that it would be intolerable for the Claimant to dictate to him on
editorial matters. He did not strike us as an editor-willing to be dictated to. We find
in his e-mail of 6 October that very sentiment being expressed. These events fully
explain the termination of the engagement.

90 For these reasons, the age discrimination claim fails.

Outcome

91 In the result, the unfair dismissal and age discrimination claims must be
dismissed. It follows that the adjourned breach of contract claim also falls away
and we dismiss it too.

92 Our decision is necessarily limited to deciding the legal questions put before
us and should not be seen as holding that the Claimant has been reasonably
treated, still less as a vindication of editorial and managerial decisions. Such
matters are not for us. We can well understand the disappointment the Claimant
feels as a consequence of the decision to end his happy and successful tenure of
the prestigious role of parliamentary sketch-writer and we acknowledge his sincere
belief that some unlawful motivation may lurk behind it, but his claims fail because
we are satisfied that his legal rights were not infringed.

EMPLOYMENT JUDGE
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